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Those Little Ex
Help Sell a Home

the art of architecture

Designing for Those Who Can
Afford Big Dreams
By Jason Shelley

Whether it's a rain shower in the privacy of a lavish master bath
or a rock waterfall that cascades into the pool, the features you
can add today are limited only by imagination and budgets. Both
the interior and outdoor rooms of today are veritable blank slates
for architects and builders, and those who can create appealing
amenities on those slates will be the most successful in attractingo
home buyers.

This situation isn't just happening for new homes, either. In today's
market, people are increasingly turning to remodeling because they
cannot find a reputable lender to finance a new home or because they
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Media rooms are no longer a projection TV and a fancy stereo
— today they are mini movie theaters.

are having trouble getting the value out of their current houses. Owners
are turning back to existing residences for maximizing and enhancing
what they loved about the house in the first place. Remodeling and
redesigning are smart and effective ways to create a fresh look, and
we're seeing new developments in media rooms, outdoor amenities,
closets, basements and great rooms, as well as in kitchens and baths,
which still reign supreme in the remodeling world.
What people want in their new homes and how they are
reworking their current homes provide good lessons for any
builder/remodeler or designer to find success going forward.

I/Till

Kitchens are still the rooms where the greater share of today's dollar
bills are spent.

cabinet and counter space enhance the home's value while restaurant-quality appliances with eight-burner gas stoves, overhead
hoods and warming drawers make homes look both sleek and fully
utilized. Sub-Zero freezers are in demand, as are appliances faced
with cabinetry so that they blend in with the imported Italian or
other wood that adorns many of today's kitchen walls.
For the kitchen, topnotch appliances are becoming more standard. One ot the most cutting-edge refrigerators on the market is
an Internet fridge — a side-by-side with a touch-screen computer
built into the door. French ranges remain popular, and today they
can be ordered assembled bv hand by a single worker (for those
WHAT'S POPULAR TODAY
who can ailord the 530,000 price tag).
The most luxurious and state-of-the-art features in bathrooms
Among the most popular current amenities in luxury homes,
today are steam showers, heated floor tiles and Jacuzzis with
though, are separate media rooms, which are veritable mini movie
waterproof television sets built into the unit. In kitchens, extra
theaters with plush leather recliners, mammoth screens and sophisticated technology. The days of built-in
Even the driveway can be turned into a work of art with the right selection of materials.
wall units housing projection TVs are gone.
Now, flat screens are affixed on the wall
and framed like artwork — sometimes
even disguised as a decorative mirror when
turned off.
Most luxury homes arc wired, and integral components of those wired homes
are remote devices that control audio and
visual, lighting and security throughout the
home. For example, the lights in the den
might dim automatically when the TV is
turned on or a "night package" can be set
to manage all the lighting throughout the
home as instructed.
These days, backyards are no longer
left just for a landscape architect to
tackle. Infinity pools and endless pools,
which create a false current and allow
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homeowners to get additional exercise, are part of many architects'
plans, and contractors are finding new ways to add a touch of
luxury. An example is installing natural gas lines that run outside
to create nonextinguishable flames around the Jacuzzi. Another is
summer kitchens with brick ovens and fire pits and outdoor living
rooms with appliances built to stay outside.
Because going green has moved from a trend to the norm.
energy efficiency is a requirement for most luxury custom-home
building. Owners might initially spend more to be environmentally friendly, but they save money in the long run. For example,
Energy Star-qualified room air conditioners use at least 10% less
energy
than conventional models, therebyJ reducingo monthly
o^
J
electric bills. We're also seeing higher SEER air conditioning,
as well as an increased demand for proper insulation. LED lighting, low-flush toilets, low-flow showerheads, recycled building
materials and recycled water are all popular ways to embrace
Mother Earth.
In addition to staying abreast of the latest and greatest
in ogreen technology,
builders and designers
also must pay
oy'
o
lJ
O
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attention to regional restrictions and opportunities. In the
storm-prone South, for example, building codes change
Designing for a luxury home includes considering the outside from
all angles, not just the front.

The feel of luxury must extend outside the walls of the home.

constantly, and windows and walls must deal with hurricane-force winds. In Florida, which has higher construction
standards than other states, block construction is required, so
you do not see wood-frame homes for the foundation or first
floor anymore. There is also no belowground space, so you
are forced to work more effectively with the space you have
above ground. On the other hand, the subtropical climate of
Florida affords builders and architects the opportunity to use
more natural light and orient homes to maximize the inherent
indoor/outdoor way of life.
So, how much does it actually cost a homeowner to incorporate
ultra posh custom build outs? On average, they spend $300-400
per square foot versus $70-90 per square foot on a standard home.
And although they enjoy the upgrades while they live there, the
home does not automatically reflect that added value; when they
sell, owners can expect to recover about 50% of the investment
they made to add luxury extras. Truth is told, the options are
limitless, and, as long as the client has the budget, builders and
architects can make it happen.
With custom homes so elaborately and intricately equipped,
one wise step is to get the entire building team to collaborate.
The designer
and construction foreman should work as a team
o
on the layout and plan the installations as they are being put on
paper. If this team works together from inception, no questions
about oversight or the intent of a feature are created. And, if it's
done right, over-the-top luxuries contribute to a final product that
is both great for the builder/designer's portfolio and a wonderful
place for clients to call home.
Jason Shelley is a general contractor and co-founder /principal ofLBC
Design + Construction, an Aventura, FL-based company that

offers

decorating, creative consulting and construction planning services. For
more information, visit www.LBCDesignandConstruction.com or call
(305) 692-3767. •
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